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REPORT ON SEOUL REGIONAL AKWAABA REGION HELD ON 
SATURDAY, 27TH MAY 2023 AT W-MONKEY BOWLING CENTER, 

DONGDAMEMUM  
I. INTRODUCTION  

The Seoul Regional Akwaaba was organized as an initiative and concept to welcome 

Ghanaian students and newcomers arriving in South Korea to the Ghanaian community 

and its associates. The meeting took place on Saturday, 27th May 2023 at the W-Monkey 

Bowling Centre, Dongdaemum, Seoul. 

 

II. PARTICIPANTS  

The event was attended by a total of nine (9) people, comprising of two (2) new students 

and five (5) GHASKA members. The attendees were as follows: 

NAMES: 

1. Issifu Mubarack - Yonsei University (New Member) 

2. Faustina Naba   - Seoul National University (New Member) 

3. Victor Adebi 

4. Richard Poku-Adu 

5. Anthonio 

6. William Ebo Mensah 

7. Antoinette Opoku 

IN ATTENDANCE: 

1. Diana (Kenya)                   - SNU 

2. Blessing Hussein (Nigeria)  - SKKU  

 

III. MEETING AGENDA  

The meeting commenced with an opening prayer at 7:30 pm by Victor Adebi. The 

following agenda items were discussed: 

1. Gaming Activities (Bowling): The attendees engaged in gaming activities, 

specifically bowling, as a means of socializing and getting to know one another. 

2. Welcome New Members: The new members were introduced to the group and 

welcomed to the Ghanaian community in Seoul. 
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3. Role of a GHASKA Member: The GHASKA members discussed their roles and 

responsibilities, as well as the benefits of being part of the organization. 

4. "Life in Korea, Know-how": The attendees were given a presentation on life in 

Korea, covering various aspects of Korean culture, customs, and lifestyle. This was 

to help the new students and newcomers acclimate to their new surroundings. 

5. Upcoming GHASKA activities: were discussed, including the GHASKA 

Innovative Conference (GIS), GHASKA Sports Festival and the Fireside Chat Forum 

(Building the Nation through values) by Uncle Ebo Whyte. These events were 

aimed at promoting socialization, cultural exchange, and personal development. 

6. Open Forum: An open forum was held, allowing attendees to share their thoughts, 

ask questions, and engage in interactive session and concerns about GHASKA. 

7. Q & A Session: A question and answer session was held, providing attendees 

with the opportunity to seek clarification on various topics. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION  

The meeting was closed with a prayer by Rev. Victor Adebi, and the attendees expressed 

their appreciation for the opportunity to meet and interact with one another. Overall, the 

Seoul Regional Akwaaba was a success, providing an avenue for Ghanaian students and 

newcomers to connect and feel welcomed in GHASKA community. 

 

                                                        Interactive Session and Refreshment             
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Expenditure incurred at the Regional  
Akwaaba was 116,500 wons       Bowling with attendees  


